The Leader in U-Joint Design
For More Than 80 Years

Back in 1935, George V. Curtis, my great-grandfather, designed a way to disassemble and reassemble universal joints without the usual abuse of the joint. This revolutionary new idea saved companies a great deal of time and money, and fueled the founding of the Curtis Universal Joint Company.

Over the next eight decades, thousands of military, commercial and industrial end users would experience the ease and economy of our TakeApart design. Curtis U-joints are in use on L.A. Class, Trident and Sea Wolf submarines, aircraft carrier elevator systems, aircraft weapon systems and the Bradley Fighting Vehicle.

Today, Curtis prospers as a single-line manufacturer, selling both to industrial end users through distributors and to industrial/commercial O.E.M.’s, The company continues to focus on what we know best.

Curtis hallmarks are excellence in service, engineering and product quality — the very qualities that have gained our company a respected position in the power transmission market.
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